Golfers take two of three: Lubitz medalist with 73

By Jerrold Schatz

M.T.Y.'s baseball team had to settle for a split in two games last week. Afterblanking Lowell Tech 6-0 April 29, Bowdoin unleashed a vicious offense, crushing Tech 16-3, Friday, April 30.

Gander pitches shutdown

The game against Lowell Tech featured another fine pitching performance by Rick Gander '65. Stering five hits and walking only two while fanning seven, he was in serious trouble in some but the eighth inning when, with the bases loaded, he retired the side with a strikeout.

MIT scored what proved to be the decisive run in the first inning on a walk and a pair of singles. A run in the second widened the margin, and insurance runs in the sixth and eighth completed the scoring.

Bowdoin wins easily

Bowdoin jumped to an early lead with three runs in their half of the first inning. Tech managed to tie the score with a run in the second and a pair in the fourth. Key hits were a triple by Jack Mazola '66 followed by Ben Gilder, double in the second, and the second of two sacs, one earned and one forced by Bowdoin in extra hole play 3-4.

The win for MIT in all saw counts were Lubitz, Runge, Gross, and Tom Tenenbaum '65. For Lubitz it was an easy day on the course as he won 4 and 3 over Babson, 4 and 2 over Stonehill, and a phenomenal 6 and 5 over Babson, 4 and 2 over Stonehill.

For Lubitz it was an easy day on the course as he won 4 and 3 over Babson, 4 and 2 over Stonehill, and a phenomenal 6 and 5 over Babson, 4 and 2 over Stonehill.

John Dennett and John Riehl opened for Tech but Riehl was bowled out when the score was 24. Wickets fell quickly after that and MIT was all out with only 61 runs.

On May 9 the cricket team goes out tded when the score was 24. Wickets fell quickly after that and MIT was all out with only 61 runs.

One victory as he faced tough tour, but was able to take on any one victory as he faced tough tour, but was able to take on any

The loss to Bowdoin dropped MIT one game below the .500 record. There will be ample opportunity to remedy this situation however, when Tech faces Harvard today and Coast Guard in a doubleheader Saturday.

Yale hands cricket team first loss, 101-67

The MIT cricket team suffered its first loss, a 101 to 67 defeat against Yale. Joe Nwude a-batted out when the score was 24. Wickets fell quickly after that and MIT was all out with only 61 runs.
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